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Foreword
FIDIS partners from various disciplines have contributed as authors to this document. The
following list names the main contributors for the chapters of this document:
Chapter

Contributor(s)

1,3,4,5,6

Els Soenens

2 (Decisions made Mireille Hildebrandt, Martin Meints
during the workshop)
…

…
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1 Executive Summary
This is the report of the workshop on AmI, RFID and profiling, helt at the Vrije Universiteit
Brussel at 20.01.2006. This second workshop of WP 7 was organized as a kick off meeting
to prepare for the report D7.7 on RFID, AmI and Profiling, to be submitted by the end of July
2006.

Note: This section is mandatory for all deliverable and should help to get an overview of the
topics covered in the document.
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2 Decisions made during the workshop
In the following sections the presentations of the various participants are made available,
starting with a summary of the issues that were highlighted by participants in their abstracts as
relevant for D7.7. It also includes a draft for the contents and structure of the report.
In this section the decisions made regarding the contributions to the report by various partners
are summarised, including the major issues to be dealt with per chapter.

2.1 Editors, internal reviewers and time table
The editors of the report will be Martin Meints (ICPP) and Mireille Hildebrandt (VUB).
Claudia Diaz and Denis Royer will take care of the internal FIDIS review.
The following time table was agreed:
•

15 March

abstract

•

15 April

1st version contributors

•

1 May

comments editors

•

15 May

final version contributors

•

1 June

final version report; internal review

•

15 June

comments internal reviewers

•

1 July

off to the Commission

2.2 The structure of the report
Below we summarise the general outline for the report, including a set of issues identified as
relevant within one or more chapters, by FIDIS partners. It will evidently not be possible to
deal extensively with all the issues, but they should serve as indications of the focus of the
relevant chapters. At the same time the enumeration of relevant issues is by no means
exhaustive. It seems obvious that many of the social aspects are directly or indirectly related
to the technological and legal aspects, demanding cross-border references between the
chapters.

2.2.1 Chapter 1: Profiling AmI and RFID
In this chapter the emphasis will be on the link between RFID, profiling and AmI. We will
introduce the way in which RFID may develop into one of the preconditions for AmI, due to
the production of data that will allow profiling. After elaborating a shared working definition
for RFID, the emphasis will be placed on the RFID-system that allows the collection and
processing of RFID-related data. It will be made clear how both the RFID-system, mobile
[Template], Version: 0.10
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communication and readers that trace RFID tags and linked subjects in their environment, will
enable the kind of tracking for the offline world that we are already familiar with when online.
The chapter will include 2 or 3 examples of existing, planned or tested solutions to elaborate
the links between these topics and key issues of RFID as such. ICPP will elaborate the
example of the Metro future store, KU will elaborate an example of supply chain tracking and
GUF will provide an example relating to LBS . On top of that IPTS will develop two future
scenarios with possible relevance for the legal chapter (especially liability issues). The
examples and scenario's are meant to illustrate the links between RFID, profling and AmI and
should include a first impression of the social implications (risks and benefits) of RFID
technologies.
Relevant issues at this point are:
•

explain what kind of identification is possible and necessary within an RFID-tagged AmI
environment?

•

explain how checking and matching with centrally stored data implies the creation of a
database infrastructure, which will enable massive profiling;

•

explain how AmI both presumes and produces an extensive profiling infrastructure;

•

explain how LBS (that can be seen as a forerunner of AmI) can be based on RFID
location data;

•

explain the risks of illegal data transfer and data laundering, due to the lack of effective
transparency;

•

could it be that targeted servicing, LBS and AmI will raise the level of spam without
delivering promised benefits that outweigh the disadvantages of ever increased
spamming?

•

acceptance of AmI and RFID will depend on trust and usability. Consumers don't seem to
'buy' the 'consumer focus narrative'; will the required paradigm shift towards AmI
enabling technologies (RFID and other mobile identifications) occur and what could
facilitate such a shift; should we appreciate the attempt to introduce RFID at gadget level
facilitating wider dissemination and function creep instead of a well-informed consensus
on extended use of RFID?

2.2.2 Chapter 2: Technological issues
This chapter will refer to the work done in deliverable 3.7 and restrict its scope to basic
aspects of RFID-implementation, following the TOC for 3.7, to provide an overview on the
possibilities and limitations (including essential security problems) of this technology. The
focus should be kept on AmI-related applications. As far as the reference to 3.7 is concerned
ICPP will contribute, with added input from Mark Gasson of Reading University.
Relevant issues at this point are:
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•

could it be that the introduction of microcontrollers will reduce (or take away) the need to
create a back-end system?

•

RFID enables (among others) passive authentication (in this case by unrecognised,
indirect identification of a linked data subject). Is it possible to develop AmI environments
that preclude unauthorised access to RFID-devices?

•

biometrics, RFID and LBS are different, but potentially converging forerunners of AmI.
Biometrics and RFID are more on the side of passive authentication driven scenarios,
traditional LBSes are potentially more on the track of using identity managers for AmIservices. The borderline between passive and active authentication is important, as today
we don’t know any technical safeguards against passive authentication as far as we don’t
try to implement something like data management (which sensor, when and where
received this data?) for any sensor data (DRM-like approach) on earth.

•

will AmI function with pseudonyms?RFID seems to focus on the tracking of things. How
could this imply or facilitate the tracking of persons?

•

in which ways are supplementation and/or modification and of tag data possible by the
data reader?

•

do RFID-technologies enable the realisation of the data minimisation principle, the
finality principle and the principle of accuracy of data (reference to the legal chapter)?

•

who is data controller in the smart home? If the rfid system includes online connections
with service providers, are they data controllers and/or is the software provider data
controller? To what extent can the user control the data?

•

explain briefly that since profiling enables selection (D7.2) it also facilitates
discrimination, while the lack of effective transparency enables undetected unjustified
discrimination

2.2.3 Chapter 3: Legal issues
Keeping in mind the work done in deliverables 7.3 and 7.4 this chapter will focus on the
applicability of data protection legislation (contribution of ICRI) to data provided by RFID
applications within AmI environments, and to issues around liability (contribution of TILT),
possibly extending to issues concerning criminal law and forensics (TILT).
Relevant issues at this point are:
•

we should at least supply a survey of applicable legislation, referring to D7.3 and the first
SWAMI-deliverable; if LBS is a forerunner of AmI and RFID is one of its enabling
technologies it should be interesting to check the applicable legislation (like the ePrivacy
Directive 2002/58/EC) and discern differences between LBS and AmI – relevant for the
legal protection

•

Data minimisation principle: explain the tensions between the data minimisation principle
and RFID enhanced targeted servicing, LBS and AmI environments.
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•

PII: In which case, at what point is data collected PII? What happens to the applicability
of the Data Protection Directive, if any (trivial) data (after being combined with other
data) can produce (become) PII?Consent: Does data protection legislation protect against
unrecognised readability of RFID-tags, especially relevant in the case of massive
introduction of RFID for passive authentication? How should we prioritize
enabling/disabling mechanisms and/or kill-command withdrawal of consent?

•

Illegal data transfer and data laundering (reference to SWAMI) - due to the lack of
effective transparancy – need legal protection; what is the role of the protection of
databases by intellectual property rights in the lack of transparancy here?

•

Privacy: (When) do people have a right to anonymity/pseudonymity? How does RFID
related to the data minimisation principle, the finality principle and the principle of
accuracy of data (reference to the technological chapter)?

•

Discrimination: since profiling enables selection (D7.2) it also facilitates discrimination,
while the lack of effective transparency enables undetected unjustified discrimination,
which effective legal protection is available and what happens if decisions are taken on
the basis of false information and if data are forwarded to third parties without knowledge
of the data subject?

•

Consent, privacy, discrimination, liability: at which point (under which conditions) should
supplementation and/or modification and of tag data possible by the data reader (reference
to the technological chapter)?

•

Smart home (legal aspects, reference to the technological chapter): who is data controller
in the smart home? If the rfid system includes online connections with service providers,
are they data controllers and/or is the software provider data controller? To what extent
can the user control the data?

•

Liability: if we compare to liability issues in the case of PDA’s (liability of the software
provider for the design;, thinking in terms of a user mandate on the basis of a programmed
will), the solutions that are sufficient in that case may not work in an AmI environment,
due to the complexity and fuzzyness of the involved causal chains. Do we need to rethink
conventional concepts of civil – and criminal - law (legal subjectivity, guilt, fault,
representation, attribution of causality)?

2.2.4 Chapter 4: Social aspects
This chapter could be divided into three parts, containing (1) an exploration by IPTS and
ICPP of possible social implications and relevant policy options (2) an integrated perspective
on the technological, formal and informal aspects of RFID-related application in AmI
environments and by LSE, and (3) an overview of academic sociological literature on RFID
in relation to AmI and profiling by VUB.
Relevant issues at this point are:
•

RFID seems to focus on the tracking of things. What impact could this entail on social
interactions?
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•

acceptance of AmI and RFID will depend on trust and usability. Consumers don't seem to
'buy' the 'consumer focus narrative'; will the required paradigm shift towards AmI
enabling technologies (RFID and other mobile identifications) occur and what could
facilitate such a shift; should we appreciate the attempt to introduce RFID at gadget level
facilitating wider dissemination and function creep instead of a well-informed consensus
on extended use of RFID? Further elaboration of this issue, as presented in chapter 1.

•

discussion of Jiang's 'minimum data asymmetry': ‘a privacy-aware system should
minimize the asymmetry of information held between data owners and data collectors and
data users, by (1) decreasing the flow of information from data owners to data collectors
and users and (2) by increasing the flow of information from data collectors and users
back to data owners’

2.2.5 Concluding chapter 5: Chances and risks of RFID applications in
adaptive environments
This chapter should focus on summarising and linking the diversity of perspectives, detecting
the most important findings in terms of opportunities and risks relating to RFID applications
in adaptive environments. The editors could make this a joint venture, reconfiguring the
mosaic of different disciplinary perspectives into a coherent picture.
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3 Important issues and structure of planned report D7.7
3.1 Important issues
The slides underneath give an overview of the important issues which were proposed to be
included into the deliverable 7.7 ‘AmI, RFID and Profiling’. The issues were discussed during
the workshop.
The slides – and the updates of these slides - will be available on the internal portal, wp 7
section of the filemanager.
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3.2 Proposed structure of the document D7.7
A first proposal of structuring the document was designed by the WP 7 leader, elaborating on
the proposal made by Martin Meints of ICPP, it was discussed and amended during the
workshop by all partners involved in the deliverable D7.7.
The slides underneath – including the updates of these slides - will be available on the internal
portal, wp 7 section of the filemanager.
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5 Program
9.30: Welcome
9.30 – 10.00: Welcome and Coffee in room 4C306

10.00: Technological aspects
Technological aspects
Physical properties, types, systems, security, areas of application How does this link to AmI
and profiling?

ICCP ‘RFID and Profiling’
Martin Meints, Jan Möller
10.00-10.20.
Expertise into:
- Technical RFID implementations and privacy legislational aspects of these implementations.
- Proposed structure for D3.7 and an AmI-related project called TAUCIS.
- Key issues of even simple RFID implementations are from our perspective:
- Remote, unrecognised readability and thus the possibility to use RFID for passive
authentication (lack of consent)
- The link between object or/and subject and RFID
- The need for in most cases centrally stored reference data and thus even in simple
applications the basic database infrastructure for profiling
Proposal:
- chapter to define / describe the link between AmI, profiling and RFID. This should include 2
to 3 examples of existing, planned or tested solutions to elaborate the links between these
topics and key issues of RFID as such. The Metro future store should be one of them, RFID
and LBS is another important issue.
- In addition we probably need scenarios for the future (could probably be a question for Marc
Gasson). This will definitely not be part of D3.7. We have to be careful with the technical
chapter as this should not be a repetition of the planned D3.7. But basic aspects of RFIDimplementation following probably the proposed TOC for D3.7 should be introduced and
explained here to get an overview on the possibilities and limitations (including essential
security problems) of this technology. The focus should be kept on AmI-related applications.
I think we are pretty free in the legal chapter, but we should keep the results from D7.3 and
D7.4 in mind. This chapter could as well serve as a platform for the planned "Holistic Privacy
Framework on RFID".
[Template], Version: 0.10
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- Essential aspects are
(1) purpose for data processing (who is in control of the AmI-environment, for what purpose
it is being used?),
(2) legal aspects of passive authentication (also relevant for behavioural biometrics) and
(3) questions concerning consensus for transfer and processing of personal

IPTS prospects
Sabine Delaitre
10.20 -10.40
Proposal / Expertise:
- General RFID information on description of different classes of RFID and an analysis on the
differences among them referring to infrastructure required, types of applications, operating
environment limitations, need for security, cost/return on investment, and level of cooperation
with other stakeholders
- Overview of technologies which when combined with RFID tags may enhance the use and
adoption of RFID in the European Information Society
- Typology of RFID usage and some scenarios for its illustration
- Standards and discussion on integration, on implications, proc/cons, etc

DAI-Labor TUB, ‘Context extension for mobile robots with RFID’
Vanessa Varena Hafner
10.40 – 11.00
- The Mobile Robot Project aims at enhancing the sensory capabilities of a mobile robot
which is equipped with an omnidirectional camera and a compass with an RFID reader. The
mobile robot is exploring its environment and creating a cognitive map of this environment
based on place nodes, inspired by place cells measured in rat brains.
- we are planning to extend the sensory capabilities of the robot with an RFID reader, and
have a tagged environment. Tags can be attached to the floor, doors, different static and
flexible objects, other robots and humans. They can provide the robot with additional
contextual information about its current position in relation to the environment and wit
additional information about objects and other agents.
- Our expertise is in the fields of robotics, Artificial Intelligence, smart interfaces and devices,
and we would like to discuss the abovementioned project in relation with privacy and security
aspects as well s risks and possibilities of these novel devices.
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11.00: Coffee break
11.15: Technological aspects (bis)
Reading 'Embedding Intelligence: Emerging applications of RFID' with a
core focus on implantable apps.
Mark Gasson
11.15 – 11.35
A host of implications are associated with the continuing introduction of disparate RFID
applications. These include:
- Usability: While historically RFID applications have been industrial in nature,
continuingly new consumer-focussed applications have found some degree of
acceptance. However, the grandiose visions of technologists have to date found little
consumer acceptance, perhaps due to the paradigm shift required in people’s long
established relationship with technology.
- Trust: No single technology will become established in the consumer market
without the trust of its target audience. Currently, few people are aware of the issues
surrounding the use of RFID tags, and as such the slow introduction of the technology
in ‘gadget’ level devices allows for it to be subtly introduced into the public
consciousness. The subsequent familiarity with the technology makes it more difficult
to later comprehend the dangers of mass rollout, with the classic argument ‘I already
have some of these, why will another one hurt?’
- Privacy: One of the biggest dangers associated with RFID technologies is the issue
of ‘function creep’. Whilst ironically profiling is hailed as one of the greatest
advantages of this technology, allowing for the long purported AmI environments, it is
exactly this issue which may prove to be its downfall.

11.35: Legal Aspects
Legal aspects
Existing legal framework (Data Protection, ePrivacy Directives) How does this link to AmI
and profiling?

ICRI-Leuven 'Privacy aspects of RFID in AmI and profiling'.
Eleni Kosta
11.35 – 11.55
- RFID tags can be embedded in objects that are closely related to a person and in this way
they enable her tracking and tracing. Besides that, they can also be embedded directly in a
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person and allow her real and ubiquitous tracing and tracking (hereinafter we shall call the
person who is related to the RFID tag or on whom the RFID tag is embedded as ‘user’).
- Some of the main data protection and privacy concerns
- specific kinds of RFID tags allow the supplementing and modification of the ‘tag
data’ by the tag reader.
- the surreptitious, unwanted individual tracking performed by unauthorised access to
the tag’s disclosed information or memory content.
ICRI can contribute to
- the description of the existing legal framework that could be applied on RFID
technology, differentiating when necessary between the several types of RFID tags .
- Focus on the categories of data that can be stored on and collected from an RFID tag
and the general rules according to which the data should be collected and processed
(data minimisation principle, finality principle, accuracy of the data etc.).
- Data stored on the RFID tag that are used for the location of the user shall be
considered as ‘location data’ enabling Location Based Services. In these cases the
specific provisions of the ePrivacy Directive (2002/58/EC) shall apply.
- the notion of ‘consent’ in relation with the RFID tags and the differences between the
‘enabling/disabling mechanism’ and the ‘kill-command’ as means of withdrawal of the
consent.

5.1.1 TILT’s expertise and relevant issues
Colette Cuijpers.
11.55 – 12.15

- TILT’s expertise covers a wide range of topics related to developments in ICT,
biotechnology, and other technologies. These developments are studied in the contexts of
important domains of the developing knowledge society, such as e-government, e-commerce,
e-health, ICT regulation, biotechnology and nanotechnology, privacy, identity management,
e-signatures, biometrics, cybercrime, security, intellectual property rights, citizenship and
governance, globalisation, Europeanisation, and ethics.
- A key feature of the institute’s research and educational programmes is the interaction
between legal, public administration and ethics experts, between law, regulation, and
governance, and between legal, technical, and social perspectives. Our research programme is
called ‘Regulation in the Information Society: The Interaction of Law, Technology (in
Particular ICT), and Social Structures’. Attention is given to various dilemmas in balancing
societal interests (security versus privacy; freedom versus ownership of information; etc.).
Using the research results from the perspectives of law, technology, and social values and
relationships, building blocks are formulated for a normative framework for the regulation of
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technology. As you can see, societal problems related to the use of AmI, RFID and profiles fit
perfectly within this programme and is therefore high on our agenda.
Regarding the important issues we think the FIDIS report on RFID, AmI and profiling should
deal with, we have formulated several research questions.
•

Identification is necessary. What kind of identification is required for AmI, and what
does this mean for the privacy of the individual?

•

(How) can one object to identification? How does identification relate to a right to
anonymity or at least pseudonymity? Are pseudonyms sufficient in relation to the
functioning of AmI?
What is the relation between the combination of a pseudonym as a handle (identifier)
to a data set and a profile, which also is a data set?
When exactly is data collected in the sphere of Ami Personally Identifiable
Information (PII)? Has it always been PII, or is there a moment in time when it
becomes PII by association?
What about group identification in the case of group profiling? Even though an
individual in a group profile cannot be identified, the identification as a someone
belonging to a certain group can have unwanted consequences.
Faults within a profile or misinterpretations by AmI sensors can lead to an incorrect
representation of a person or her preferences or characteristics and therefore to a 'false'
identity, next to her true identity. Can legal decisions be based on both?
What is identity? How much information constitutes an identity and where does the
boundary lie with mere characteristics? What if the data constituting a person's
identity is not embedded in a file, but is composed of fragments in an open network
environment, or from different sensors, jointly to be perceived as an identity, or at
least as a set of data on the basis of which decisions are made? Is virtual identity the
same as identity in the real world? Is the concept of identity as used in our data
protection laws suitable to accommodate for virtual identities that do not have to relate
to existing natural persons?
Who is the data controller in the case of in-house Ami? The user herself?
And who is the data controller if different environmental sensors communicate
amongst each other and with sensors on different individuals, that in turn
communicate with each other? Is there always a central server involved?

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

A different approach we could take regarding AmI is liability issues. Again we could use
(worst case) scenarios in which decisions taken by AmI lead to unwanted and damageable
situations for the AmI user. In this respect the question arises whether liability issues in the
field of AmI are the same as those relating to (intelligent) agents. Probably other (legal)
problems arise due to different parties and techniques involved in AmI. The use of an agent is
usually confined to a more or less known group of involved parties who can create their own
legal settings by contracts, while the concept of a programmed will is often sufficient to
handle problems. In an AmI environment, which in it’s flourishing days might entail hundreds
of sensors in one's direct environment, not only communicating with the user, but also
influencing each other, responsibilities and causal chains are far less clear. Contractual
solutions are not possible as responsible ‘persons’ are not detectable and a programmed will is
not that obvious. The lack of transparency also forms a problem for tort law. So, the question
arises whether traditional law can cope with liability issues arising due to a large scale
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introduction of AmI? More in general, does the overall and interacting nature of AmI come
into conflict with traditional concepts on which our data protection and civil laws are vested?

VUB: overview findings Swami
Anna Moscibroda
12.15 –12.35
SWAMI project (Safeguards in the World of Ambient Intelligence) aims to identify and
analyse the social, economic, legal, technological and ethical problems and issues related to
identity, privacy and security which may emerge in Ambient Intelligence environment. In
order to take into account the major trends in the field, existing AmI projects and studies have
been revised. SWAMI consortium also composed and analysed and the “dark” scenarios, the
aim of which was to expose key socio-economic, legal, technological and ethical risks and
vulnerabilities related to issues such as identity, privacy and security that may emerge from
the deployment of AmI technologies and services, among other also in relation to the RFID
and profiling. Consortium has identified the umber of vulnerabilities relating to AmI. RFID
and profiling brings special attention to the issues like privacy protection, consequences of
inadequate profiling and dependency, digital divide and discrimination.
The next step of the work is to define and study various policy options, which could serve as
safeguards and privacy-enhancing mechanisms.

12.30: Lunch
13.00: Social Aspects
Social aspects
Interoperability, privacy, mobile identity, economic aspects How does this link to AmI and
profiling?

KU ‘Privacy enhancing and secure solutions for RFID tags in the supply
chain’
Albin Zaccato
13.00- 13.20

- RFID in general, tags in packages
- privacy problems
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- PETS, holistic solutions
- Link to the work package 12 proposals of the third work plan.

5.1.2 GUF ‘Mobility, Location based services and economic issues’
Denis Royer
13.20 – 13.40

- Mobility,
- LBS and link to AmI
- Economic issues
- Importance of LBS to AmI.

13.40: Overview literature
Overview literature
A first outline will be presented of the issues detectable in literature on RFID, AmI and
profiling, and of the extent to which different disciplinary perspectives are taken into account.

VUB ‘Overview of the literature collection on AmI, RFID, Profiling and
Identity.’
Els Soenens
13.40 - 14.00
The presentation will explore my individual collection of literature on AmI, RFID, Profiling
and/or Identity. The collection tried to cover a range of various perspectives, from the
sociological, economical, and ethical to the technical and the legal, as well as combinations of
these perspectives. The collection could function as a starting point for an elaborated,
centralised collection of relevant FIDIS resources which would have the advantage of taking
down the walls between the different work packages and disciplines.
As an introduction and without claiming its value as a database, the methodology used to set
up the collection of literature will be revealed. Secondly, based on data filtering application in
some general tendencies of the collection are presented.
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Believing the AmI vision can only succeed when overcoming its major challenges by way of
holistic solutions, the papers covering a multi perspective point of view on AmI are of special
interest. Limited by the time constraints of this presentation, the emphasis is on the user
centric claim of the AmI vision.

14.00: Discussion and selection of relevant issues
Discussion and selection of relevant issues
The relevant transversal issues detected during the presentations will be discussed and
prioritised.
The slides of the relevant issues made prior to the workshop are presented in the section
Important issues 3.1.

15.00: Coffee break
15.15: Discussion on structure of the report D7.7 & division of tasks
Discussion on structure of the report D7.7 & division of tasks
Defining the structure of the document, on the basis of the transversal issues. Selection of
editors and deciding who contributes in which way to the document.
The slides of the structure of the report made prior to the workshop are presented in the
section 3.2 Proposed structure of the document D7.7.
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6 Annex I: Slides of the presentations
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